Lorrha Dorrha Reusable Cup Art Contest
Have your chance to get your artwork on a limited edition Lorrha
Dorrha Reusable Cup! The Cup should reflect and promote Lorrha
Dorrha in a positive way, be it our vibrant history or the abundant flora
and fauna around us. Submissions can be in any 2D format but be aware
that the chosen piece will be scanned and scaled to fit the template.

Drop off your artwork along with completed form to Lorrha Community
Shop and Heritage Centre before Friday 26th of October. Online
submissions can also be emailed to scealartcontest18@gmail.com
Keep an eye on Scéal Lorrharathcabbin Facebook page and our website
www.visitlorrhadorrha.com for announcement of winner in early
November!

Actual size of printing area

242mm x 127mm

Despite what you might think, takeaway cups are not recyclable in Ireland. This means that approximately
over 200 million takeaway cups are dumped in landfill or incinerated in Ireland each year.
What about Recyclable or Compostable Cups?
Recycling of takeaway cups is possible, but it’s notoriously difficult. This is because the cups are a composite of
plastic and paper, which are very hard to separate and separation of the two materials is necessary in order to
recycle each one.
There are a few companies in Ireland offering compostable cups and although a better option than standard
disposable coffee cups these cups need to be segregated to a compost bin in order for them to compost/ break
down. If not, they can end up contaminating recycled paper streams, or end up in landfill waste.
Waste of Resources
Apart from logistical problems with recyclable or compostable takeaway cups, both of these option use up
valuable resources for what is essentially a single-use item. Both require ‘virgin’ paper, i.e. paper from forests
rather than recycled paper, and the full amount of energy used in making, transporting and recycling /
composting them can never be recouped.

If we use reusable cups we can save all those resources!
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